Memorex Type 90 Tape Cartridge ...
100% compatible with
IBM MT/ST, MT/SC and Model 50 Data Inscriber

Thoroughly proven in both
lab and field tests, the Memorex
Type 90 Tape Cartridge offers users
dependable, long-lasting service.
It is electrically and mechanically
identical to cartridges supplied
by the equipment manufacturer.
Whether your application is power
typing, repetitive typing, type
composition or computer input ...
Memorex's cartridge is warranted
totally compatible with the
equipment on which it is used.

Computer product quality standards
Made by the leading manufacturer
of precision computer tape, Memorex
Type 90 Tape Cartridges are
representative of computer industry
quality standards. Their magnetic
surfaces are coated with the same
oxide formulation used on millions
of reels of error-free computer tape.
Perforations, guide slots and other
mechanical features are held to the
same tight physical tolerances
maintained in other Memorex
precision products.
Durable cartridge
Cases for the Type 90 Tape Cartridge
are made from durable G. E. Lexan®.
This dimensionally-stable
substance
is injection molded into a precision
cartridge which has unusually high
impact strength and heat resistance. Its
distinctively ribbed side panels resist
scratching, yet allow operators to
easily gauge the quantity
of tape inside.
Replaceable identification labels
Identification labels, supplied with
each Type 90 Tape Cartridge, are
readily removed and replaced. They
allow operators to conveniently identify
the contents of their tapes, and to
change identification when a
cartridge is reused.
One year warranty
Type 90 Tape Cartridges are
subjected to rigid computer tape
electrical tests, and are individually
identified with batch and lot.
In accordance with the published
Memorex Warranty, any defective
cartridge will be replaced free
of charge within one year from the
date of purchase.

Memorex ...

a highly reliable source for
precision magnetic

products

Memorex is the world's leading supplier
of precision magnetic media. Data
processing managers safeguard their
irreplaceable computer data by using
Memorex's new Quantum tape. Stations
recording signals from outer space
rely on Memorex tape to faithfully
capture scientific information. And
there's a good chance that pictures you
saw of the last Winter and Summer
Olympic Games, or any major television
show for that matter, were recorded
on Memorex video tape. You can have
similar confidence in Memorex
magnetic tape cartridges.
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